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CONTROLLABLE SYSTEMS 
OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
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(Received December 17, 1984) 
Summary. In the paper definitions of various kinds of stability and boundedness of solutions 
of linear controllable systems of partial differential equations are introduced and their inter-
connections are derived. By means of Ljapunov's functions theorems are proved which give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for particular kinds of stability and boundedness of the solu-
tions. 
Keywords. Controllable system, Ljapunov's function, stability, asymptotic stability, uniform 
stability, uniform asymptotic stability, boundedness, asymptotic boundedness, uniform bounded-
nes, uniform asymptotic boundedness. 
Notation. In the paper we study the properties of stability and of boundedness 
of a controllable system of linear partial differential equations. Before introducing 
the fundamental definitions, we introduce the notation which will be used throughout 
the text. By the symbol Rn we denote the real n-dimensional Euclidean space of 
column vectors with the zero vector o, with the norm J| ||; by R+ we denote the set 
of all positive numbers. If / l 5 / 2 ? . . . , Im are open and unbounded from above intervals 
in R\ then an interval in Rm will be denoted by 
1 = ix x I2 x . . . x Im and o = {(o, a) e R
n x / : a e / } . 
For a = (au a2,..., am)e I let us define a half-closed interval {a, oo) = 
= <al5 +oo) x <a2, +oo) x ... x <aw, +oo) and let the symbol a -> oo denote 
ah -> + oo for each h = 1,2, ..., m. For t = (tx, t2 , . . . , tm) e I,a = (al9 a2, ..., am) e I, 
where tx > al9 t2 > a2, ...,tm > am we introduce the notation t > a. By the 
symbol ^ awe denote t > a or t = a; the sets Z),K+ are defined by the rule D = 
= {(t, x,a)el x Rm x / : t ^ a}, Rm = [teRm: t ^ 0}. The set of all real matrices 
of the type (n, n) will be denoted by the symbol Mn. 
If A(t) = {hA(t): t e / , h = 1, 2 , . . . , m} is a system of continuous matrix functions 
from Mn such that for each t e / the equality 
(Hx) — - — +
 hAh'A -h'AhA = 0; h, V = 1, 2,..., m ; h * hf, 
V J dtk. dth 
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holds, the symbol FA (•, a, x): {t e I:t _ a) -> JT we denote such a solution of the 
system of partial differential equations 
dF 
— =hA(t)F, h = 1,2, ..., m , 
OYA 
for which FA(a, a, x) = x (see [1]). 
In this paper we shall generalize the concept of the solution of a system of partial 
differential equations also for the case when the system of matrices A(t) is not conti-
nuous and differentiable in the interval /. We shall suppose that the system of matrix 
functions A(t) = {hA(t): t e I, h = 1, 2, ..., m} has the property 
(H2) There exists a sequence of vectors {
Ja:j = 0, 1, 2, ...} c /, °a < xa < . . . < 
< Ja < ..., such that for each /z = 1, 2, ..., m the matrix functions hA(t) are 
+ 00 
continuous on the set Ji = (J ((Ja, oo) — (J+ia, GO)), for each teJ4 they 
;=o 
satisfy the relations (Hj) and for each b e (Ja, oo) — (Ja, oo), / = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
there are 
lim hA(i) = M(fe) G ^ M , lim
 ;,A(t) e 0ln , lim — e 0tn, 
t->b,t<s(Ja,oo) t-+b,t£(Ja,oo) t-*b,te(Ja,oo) Olj,' 
O/?A 
lim e ^ „ , h, h' = 1,2,... , m . 
t-*b,t$(Ja,oo) Otn> 
Definition. The solution of the system of partial differential equations 
dF 
(0) — =HA(t)F, h = 1, 2 , . . . , m , 
dth 
where the system of matrix functions A(t) = {hA(t): te /, h = 1, 2 , . . . , m} fulfils 
(H2), is a mapping FA(*, a, x): {t e I: t ^ a} -> R
n which satisfies the relations (0) 
in the regions (ja, oo) — <j + 1a, oo), j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , is continuous in the vectors Ja 
and for each b e (ja, oo) — (Ja, oo) we have lim FA(t, a, x) = F^(b, a, x), 
FA(a, a, x) = x. ++b.t*v*t*» 
From the paper [1] it follows that for each a el there exists a matrix function 
FA(t, a) e &n defined in the interval / such that lim FA(t, a) = F^fb, a) for 
t->b,te(J a, oo) 
each b e I — (a, oo) and for each t ^ a and for each column vector xeRn the relation 
(0i) FA(t, a, x) = FA(t, a) x 
holds. 
Definition. We say that a non-empty class of systems of matrix function A(t) = 
= {hA(t): t e / , h = 1, 2 , . . . , m} is the set Of regulators of s4, if and only if for 
each system i ( r ) e j / there exists a sequence of vectors {Ja:j = 0,1, 2, ...} c /, 
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a < a < . . . < Ja < ..., with the property (H2) and this class satisfies the condition 
(H3) (b,x,a)e D, Ae s/, (c, FA(b, a) x, b)eD, Bestf => there exists C e st such that 
FAt, a)x = /FA^9 a"> x for t e <a, oo) - <b, oo) , 
^FB(t,b)FA(b,a)x for t e <b? oo) - <c, oo), 
Fc(c, a) x = FB(c, b) FA(b, a) x . 
Throughout the paper we suppose that a controllable system of partial differential 
equations 
dF 
(1) — = hA(t) F , A(t) = {hA(t): t e /, h = 1, 2 , . . . , m) e s4 
dth 
is given, where A is the set of regulators. 
Definition. We say that a partial mapping v. Rn x I ~> R+ is a Ljapunov function 
of the controllable system of equations (1) if and only if the following holds: 
(2) y = FA(b, a) x, Ae s4, (x, a) e domain v , 
(y, b) e domain v => v(y, b) :g v(x, a) . 
Definition. We say that the set o is stable with respect to the controllable system 
of equations (l) if and only if there exists a mapping zx: I x R
+ - » R + such that 
the following implication holds: 
(3) (t, x, a) e D , ||x|| ^ zx(a, r), Ae s4=> \\FA(t, a) x\\ g r . 
We say that the controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect to the 
set o if and only if there exists a mapping z2: I x R
+ -> R+ such that the following 
implication holds: 
(4) (t, x,a)e D , \x\ ^ r , Aesd => \FA(t, a) x\ <; z2(a, r) . 
Theorem 1. The set o is stable with respect to the controllable system of equations 
(1) if and only if the controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect 
to the set o. 
Proof. Let the set o be stable. Define the mapping z2 from(4)by putting z2(a, r) = 
= r2\zx(a, r), where zx is the mapping from (3). Let (t, x, a) e D, \x\\ ^ r, A e s4 
be given. Then \zx(a, r) x\r\ ^ zx(a, r) and (3) implies \\FA(t, a) zx(a, r) x\r\\ ^ r 
and thus | |F^(^a)x| | ^ r2jzx(a,r) = z2(a,r). Hence the controllable system of 
equations (1) is bounded with respect to the set o. 
Let the controllable system of equations (1) be bounded with respect to the set o. 
Define the mapping zx from (3) by putting zx(a, r) = r
2\z2(a, r), where z2 is the 
mapping from (4). Let (t, x, a) e D, \x\ ^ zx(a, r) = r
2\z2(a, r), Ae s4 be given. 
Then \z2(a, r) x\r\ S r and (4) implies \\FA(t, a) z2(a, r) x\r\ S z2(a, r) and thus 
\FA(t, a) x\ S r> Hence the set o is stable with respect to the controllable system 
of equations (1). 
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Theorem 2. The controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect 
to the set o if and only if there exist a constant keR+, a partial mapping v: R" x 
x / -> R+, a partial increasing mapping f: R+ -> R + ,f(r) -> + oo for r -> +00, 
and a partial mapping z0: / x R
+ -> R+ with the following properties: 
(i) v is a Ljapunov function of the controllable system of equations (1) with 
domain v = {(x, a)eR" x / : []x]| = fc}, 
(ii) (x, a) e domain v =>f(||x]]) ^ v(x, a), 
(iii) (x, a) e domain v, ||x]| = r => v(x, a) = z0(a, r). 
Proof. Let the controllable system of equations (1) be bounded with respect to the 
set o. Choose keR+ and define the partial mapping v:Rn x / - > R+: v(x, a) = 
= sup {\\FA(t, a) x: A es^f, a = t e 1} for ||x]| = k,f:R
+ -+R+: f(r) = r, z0: I x 
x R+ -> R+: z0(a, r) = z2(a, r), where z2 is the mapping from (4). Now we shall 
prove that v, f, z0 have the properties (i), (ii), (iii). Let (x, a) e domain v be given. 
From (4) it follows that v is really defined by the described rule and that it has the 
property (iii). Further, for y = FA(b, a) x and for each u = FB(t. b) y there exists 
C e s$ such that u = Fc(t, a) x. This implies 
v(y, b) = sup {\\FA(t, b)y\\:Aej*,b£teI}£ 
= sup {\\FA(t, a) x\\: Ae s4,a _ t e 1} = v(x, a) 
and thus v is a Ljapunov function of the controllable system of equations (1). Evidently 
]|x|| e {[[/^(f- a) x\\: a = t e /} and thus ]|x|| = v(x, a). Let there exist partial map-
pings v, f, z0 and a constant keR
+ with the properties (i), (ii), (iii). Define the map-
ping z2: / x R
+ -> R+ so that the inequality f(kz2(a, r)Jr) = z0(a, fc) might be 
fulfilled and show that z2 satisfies (4). Let (t, x, a) e D, 0 < ]|x|| = r, A e sd be given. 
Then for (F^(f, a) fcx/r, t) e domain v we have 
fdlF^t, a) fcx/r||) = f(||F^, a) fcx/||x|| ||) = v(FA(t, a) fcx/||x||, t) = 
^ v(fcx/||x|, a) = z0(a, fc) = f(kz2(a, r)\r) , 
therefore ||F^(f, a) x|| = z2(a, r). If \\FA(t, a) kxjr\\ < fc. then \\FA(t, a) x\\ < r = 
= z2(a, r). Hence the controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect 
to the set o. 
Theorem 3. The controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect 
to the set o if and only if there exists a mapping z3: / -> R
+ such that 
(5) (t, a, A) e I x / x s/ , t = a => \\FA(t, a)\\ = z3(a), 
where FA(t, a) is the matrix from (0X). 
Proof. Let the controllable system of equations (1) be bounded with respect 
to the set o. Define the mapping z3 by putting z3(a) = z2(a, 1), where z2 is the 
mapping from (4). Then the implication 
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(t, x,a)eD, \\x\ = 1 , AES4 => \F A(t, a) x\ = z2(a, 1) = z3(a) 
holds and thus \\FA(t, a)\\ _ z3(a). 
For the matrix F^(t, a) let the implication (5) be fulfilled. Define the mapping 
z2 by putting z2(a, r) = rz3(a). Then for any (t, x, a) e D, \\x\\ = r, Ae stf the ine-
quality \FA(t, a) x/r|| = z3(a) holds, i.e. \\FA(t, a) x\\ = rz3(a) = z2(a, r). Thus the 
theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4. For each AE srf let the solutions of the system of equations (1) be 
bounded with respect to the set o, i.e. let there exist a mapping z2: I x R
+ x 
x s$ —> R+ such that the following implication holds: 
(t, x, a) e D , ]|JCII = r , A e s4 => \\FA(t, a) x\ = z2(a, r, A) . 
Then there exists s e I such that the controllable system of equations (1) is bounded 
on Rn x <s, oo) with respect to the set o, i.e. the set o is stable on Rn x <s, GO) with 
respect to the controllable system of equations (1). 
Proof. Define the relation L: I -» {Rn} by putting 
L(a) = {xeRn: sup{||F^(t, a) x\\: A e stf, a = t} < +oo} 
and show that this relation has the following properties: 
(i) for each a e I the set L(a) is a vector space, 
(ii) a e I, b e /, a = b => dim L(a) = dim L(b), 
(iii) c E I, b E I, c _ b E {a: dim L(a) = max {dim L(t) : t e /}} , 
x $ L(b), A est => F^(c, b) x ^ L(c), 
(iv) if there exists 5 e /such that L(s)=Rn, then the controllable system of equations 
(1) is bounded on Rn x <s, oo) with respect to the set o. 
Ad (i). The assertion is evident from the definition of the relation L. 
Ad (ii). Let a E I and let a basis {Jx:j = 1, 2, ..., k} of the vector space L(a) be 
given. For any AE srf, b E I, a = b, the inclusion {F^(b, a)
 J'x:j = 1, 2, ..., k} c 
c L(b) evidently holds. Suppose that the set of vectors {FA(b, a)
J'x:j = I, 2, ..., k} 
is linearly dependent for some AE stf. Thus there exist constants 
jr E R1 
such that 
and therefore 
j = 1, 2,..., k, I P>| > o, 
1=i 
prFib,O)^x = 0 
FiMIVx = 
1=1 
- 0 . 
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From this and from the unicity of the solution of the system of linear partial different-
ial equations we obtain the equality 
k 
£ Vx = o , 
j = i 
which contradicts the linear independence of the set of vectors {Jx:j = 1, 2, . . . , fc}. 
Hence the vectors FA(b,a)
Jx, j = 1,2,..., fc, are linearly independent, which 
proves (ii). 
Ad (iii). Let the assumptions from (iii) be fulfilled and let the set of vectors {Jx:j = 
= 1, 2, ..., k} be a basis of the vector space L(b). Then the set of vectors {FA(c, b) . 
.Jx:j = 1,2, ..., k} forms a basis of the vector space L(c). Suppose that FA(c, b) x e 






where J'r eR1. This implies that for any b S t :g c the equality 
F ^ ^ x ^ r F ^ b ^ x 
7 = 1 
holds. In particular 
Jc 
x = X J'rx > 
1=1 
which is a contradiction with our assumption. Thus the property (iii) is proved. 
Ad (iv). Let there exist s e I such that L(s) = IT and let (x, a)eRn x <s, oo). 
Denote by {Jx:j = 1, 2, ..., n} a basis of the vector space Rn and put Zj(a) = 
= sup \ \\FA(t, a)
 Jx\\: A. e $0, t = a), j = 1, 2, ..., n. Then 
x = £ V x , -Vei?1, p>| ^ OJ|x|| , 
j= i 
where O is a constant depending only on the basis of the vector space Rn. Then for 
each Ae <$$ we have 
\\FA(t, a) x|| = \\FA(t, a) £ V x | | S t M \\FA(t, a)
 Jx\\ = OJ|x|j f z/O) . 
.7 = 1 .7=1 j=l 
If we define the mapping z2: <s, oo) x K
+ -> J?+ by putting 
z 2 ( ^ r) = Or X g (a) , 
1=i 
the preceding inequality yields 
(t, x, a)e D , (x, a) e Rn x ^5? oo), |x| | ^ r , 
Aes4 => \\FA(t,a)x\\ ^ z2(a,r), 
which proves the property (iv). 
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Now suppose that there exists n o s e / such that Rn = L(s). Then dim L(a) < n 
for each a e I. Denote °a e I, °a e {a: dim L(a) = max {dim L(t): t e / } } . Then 
there exist °x $ L(°a), °x e F , *a, °a el,1 a > °a, AA e stf such that \FAi(
1a, °a) . 
. °x|| > 1. The property (iii) implies that xx = FAi(
1a, °a) °x$L(1a). If we define 
consecutively the sequences Jx <£ L(Ja), \\Jx\\ > j , Aj e ^ s o that Jx = FA.(
Ja, J~la) . 
.J~lx$L(Ja), j = 1,2,..., we obtain that for i e i , where FA(t,
 J~1a) J~1x = 
=: FAj(t,
J~1a)J~1x for t e (f~xa, oo) ~ <Ja, ao), the solution F^ is unbounded 
with respect to the set o, which is a contradiction with the assumption of the theorem. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
Definition. We say that the set o is uniformly stable with respect to the controllable 
system of equations (1) if and only if there exists a mapping zt:R
+ —> R+ such that 
the following implication holds: 
(6) (t, x, a)e D , \x\ g zx(r), A est? => \FA(t, a) x\\ g r . 
We say that the controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly bounded with 
respect to the set o if and only if there exists a mapping z2:R
+ -> R+ such that the 
following implication holds: 
(7) (t,x,a)eD, | | x ] | ^ r , Ae sz? => \\FA(t, a) x\\ ^ z2(r). 
Theorem 5. The set o is uniformly stable with respect to the controllable system 
of equations (1) if and only if the controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly 
bounded with respect to the set o. 
The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 1 and from the fact that the mappings 
zt and z2 in (6) and (7) do not depend on a. 
Theorem 6. The controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly bounded with 
respect to the set o if and only if there exist a constant k eR+, a partial mapping 
v:Rn x I-+R + , a partial increasing mapping f:J?+ ->K + , f(r) —> +oo for 
r -> -j- co and a partial mapping z0:R
+ -> R+ with the following properties: 
(i) v is a Ljapunov function of the controllable system of equations (1) with 
domain v = {(x, a) eRn x /: ||x|| _ fc}, 
(ii) (x, a) e domain v =>f(||x||) _" v(x, a) ^ z0(||x||). 
The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2 and from the fact that the map-
ping z2 in (7) and the partial mapping z0 in (ii) do not depend on a. 
Theorem 7. The controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly bounded with 
respect to the set o if and only if there exists a constant z3 eR
+ such that the follow-
ing implication holds: 
(8) (t, a, A) e I x I x sd , t ^ a => \\FA(t, a)\\ ^ z3 , 
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where FA(t, a) is the matrix from (Oi). 
The proof is straightforward, because Theorem 7 is the uniform modification 
of Theorem 3. 
Definition. We say that the set o is asymptotically stable with respect to the 
controllable system of equations (1) if and only if it is stable with respect to the 
system (1) and there exists a constant kx eR
+ and a mapping z4: / x R
+ -> R+ 
such that the following implication holds: 
(9) (t, x,a)eD, \\x\\ = kt , t = a + z4(a, r) , Aestf => \\FA(t, a) x\\ S r . 
We say that the controllable system of equations (1) is asymptotically bounded 
with respect to the set o if and only if the system (1) is bounded with respect to the set 
o and there exist a constant k2 eR
+ and a mapping z5: I x R
+ -> K™ such that the 
following implication holds: 
(10) (t,x,a)eD, ||x|| <: r , t^a + z5(a,r), 
Aestf => ||F^(t, a)x | | = k2 . 
Remark . If there exist a constant k2 and a mapping z5 such that (10) holds, 
then for each k2 eR
+ there exists z5 depending on k2 such that (10) holds. 
Theorem 8. The set o is asymptotically stable with respect to the controllable 
system of equations (1) if and only if the controllable system of equations (1) is 
asymptotically bounded with respect to the set o. 
Proof. Let the set o be asymptotically stable with respect to the controllable 
system of equations (1). By Theorem 1, the system (l) is bounded with respect to the 
set o. Define the mapping z5 and the constant k2 e R
+ by putting z5(a, r) = z4(a, kt/r)t 
k2 = k1? where z4 and kt are from (9). Let (t, x, a) e D, \\x\\ _ r, Ae s4, t = a + 
+ z4(a, k\\r) be given. Then ||kix/r|| ^ kx and (9) implies \F A(t, a) kix/r|| = k\\r, 
therefore \\FA(t, a) x\\ S ki = k2. Hence the controllable system of equations (1) 
is asymptotically bounded with respect to the set o. By Theorem 1, the set o is stable 
with respect to the system (1). If (t, x, a) e D, \x\ ^ r, t ^ a + z5(a, r), Ae s4, 
then (10) implies \FA(t, a) x\ g k2 and therefore the linear mapping FA(t, a, •) = 
= FA(t, a):R" -> R" is bounded. If we denote its norm by the symbol \\FA(t, a)||, 
then for all t = a + z5(a, r) and for each A e $4 the following inequality holds: 
(11) \FA(t,a)\\^k2jr. 
Put k2\r = r1,k1 = 1 and define the mapping z4 by putting z4(a, rx) = z5(a, k2\r1). 
If (t, x, a) e D, \\x\\ ^ 1, Ae stf, t = a + z5(a, k2\r1) are given, then (11) implies 
UF^t, a) x|| <; \FA(t, a)\ = rx. This proves the theorem. 
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Theorem 9. Let there exist a constant k2 eR
+ and a mapping z5:1 x R
+ -> i?™ 
such that for the controllable system of equations (1) the implication (10) holds 
and for any (a, A) e I x stf, sup {|FA(^, fl)||: te <a, oo) — (a + z5(a, 1), oo)} ER
+. 
Then there is s e I such that the controllable system of equations (1) is asymptotically 
bounded on Rn x <s, oo) with respect to the set o. 
Proof. The implication (10) implies that for any (t, x, a) e D, \\x\\ g 1, t ^ 
;> a + z5(a, 1), Aestf, \FA(t, a) x\ ^ k2 holds and hence \FA(t, a)\\ S k2. If we 
define z3(a, A) = max {sup {||F^(^ a)\: t e <a, oo) — (a + z5(a, 1), oo), k2} and a 
mapping z 2 : 1 x R
+ x s4 -> R+ by z'2(a, r, A) = rz3(a, A), then for any (t, x, a) e D, 
\x\ :g r, A e s4 the inequality \FA(t, a)x\r\ ^ z3(a, A), i.e. HF^t, a) x|| ^ 
^ rz3(a, A) = z'2(a, r, A) holds. This and Theorem 4 imply theorem 9. 
Theorems 1, 8 and 9 yield 
Theorem 10. Lel there exist a constant k1 eR
+ and a mapping z4: I x R
+ -> 
-> R™ such that for the controllable system of equations (1) the implication (9) 
holds and for any (a, A) e I x stf, sup {||F^(^, a)\: t e <a, oo) — (a + z4(a, kf), 
oo)} ER+. Then there is s e I such that the set o is asymptotically stable on Rn x 
x <s, oo) with respect to the controllable system of equations (1). 
Theorem 11. The controllable system of equations (1) is asymptotically bounded 
with respect to the set o if and only if there exist a constant keR+, a partial map-
ping v:Rn x / - > R+, a partial increasing mapping f: R+ -> R+, f(r) -> +oo for 
r -> + oo, and a partial mapping z0:1 x R
+ -> R+ with the properties (i), (ii), (iii) 
from Theorem 2, a constant k0eR
+ and a mapping z6: I x R
+ -> K™ with the 
property 
(iv) ||x|| :§ r , t ^ a + z6(a, r) , A e s4 , 
(FA(t, a) x, t) e domain v => v(FA(t, a) x, t) g k0 . 
Proof. Let the controllable system of equations (1) be asymptotically bounded 
with respect to the set o. Then Theorem 2 implies that there exist a constant keR+ 
and partial mappings v, f, z0 with the properties (i), (ii), (iii) from Theorem 2. Put 
k0 = k2 and define the mapping z6: I x R
+ -• i?+ by putting z6(a, r) = z5(a, r), 
where k2 and z5 are from (10). Then for any (t, x, a) e D, \x\ ^ r, t g: a + z6(a, r), 
A e stf we have \FA(t, a) x\ ^ k0 and from the definition of the mapping v in the 
proof of Theorem 2 the inequality v(FA(t, a) x, t) rg k0 follows. Hence the mapping 
v has the property (iv). 
Let there exist constants keR+, k0eR
+ and partial mappings v, f, z0, z6 with 
the properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv). According to Theorem 2 the properties (i), (ii), (iii) 
imply that the controllable system of equations (1) is bounded with respect to the set o. 
Define the constant k2 ^ k in such a way that the inequality f(k2) ^ k0 might be 
fulfilled and choose z6 for z5. We shall show that k2 and z5 fulfil (10). Let (t, x, a) e D, 
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||x|| =? -% * = a + z5Vfl- r)j -4 e s4 be given. Then for (FA(t, a) x, t) e domain v 
we have 
f(\\FA(t, a) x\\) S v(FA(t, a) x, t) = k0 = f(k2) 
and thus ||F^(*, a) x|| = k2- Hence the controllable system of equations (1) is asymp-
totically bounded with respect to the set o. 
Theorem 12. If the controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly bounded 
with respect to the set o and if lim ||.FA(t, a) x\\ = Ofor any (x, a, A) eR
n + I x s4, 
t-»oo 
then the controllable system of equations (1) is asymptotically bounded with 
respect to the set o, i.e. the set o is asymptotically stable with respect to the controll-
able system of equations (1). 
Proof . Choose r eR+ and define the relation L: I-> {Rn} by putting 
L(a) = {xeRn: lim sup sup {\\FA(t, a) x\\: A e sJ} <; r/2} 
t-»oo 
and show that this relation has the following properties: 
(i) a e I, b e I, a :_ b, x e L(a), Ae sJ => F^(b, a) x e L(b); 
(ii) for each a e / t h e set L(a) is closed; 
(iii) if K c Rn is a compact set, then there exists a mapping z4: / x R
+ -> R*l 
such that the following implication holds: 
xe K n L(a) , t gt a + z4(a, n), Ae stf => \\FA(t, a) x\\ < rj2 + rj ; 
(iv) if F^(b, a) xe L(b) for each Ae stf, then x e L(a); 
(v) aeI=>L(a) = Rn. 
Ad (i). The property (i) is evident from the definition of the relation L. 
Ad (ii). Let a sequence {Jx: j = 1,2,...} c L(a) having lim Jx = x and a number 
j - * oo 
ijj eR+ be given. Then there exists a positive integer j0(\l/) such that for all positive 
integers j > Io(iA) we have \\Jx — x\\ :g z±(^), where zx is the mapping from (6). 
Then 
limsupsup{||FA(t, a) x\: A e sJ] S lim sup sup {|F^(^ a) x — FA(t, a)
 Jx\\: Aes/} + 
t~* 00 t-+ 00 
lim sup sup {\\FA(t, a)
 Jx\\: A e sJ) g xj/ + r/2 . 
t->oo 
As \\t eR+ is arbitrary, this implies the inequality 
lim sup sup {IIF^f. a) x\\: A e sJ] ?g r/2 
\ t-»oo 
and thus x e L(a). Thus the property (ii) is proved. 
Ad (iii). Let a e I, t e I, t ^ a, Ae s/ be given. If we denote the norm of the linear 
mapping FA(t, a, •): R
n -> Rn by the symbol \\FA(t, a)\\, then \FA(t, a)\ S z2(l), 
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where z2 is the mapping from (7). Choose ^ ER
+ and denote 
S(a,rj) = {seR":mf{\s - x\\: x e L(a)} < n\(2z2(l))} . 
Then for each s e S(a, r\), Ae stf there exists x e L(a) such that 
\FA(t, a) s\\ = \FA(t, a) (s - x)|| + \FA(t, a) x\\ = z2(l) iy/(2z2(l)) + \FA(t, a) x\\ , 
and thus 
(12) lim sup sup {\FA(t, a) s\\: A e s4} = r\\2 + r/2 . 
t->oo 
Let {Gu: u e B} be such a system of open Gu c R
n that Kn L(a) c \J Gu and for 
MGB 
each w e 5 there exists a set {Js: j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , n} c S(a, rj) such that 
Gu = {xeR": x = £ V s , £ V = £ |>r| < 1} . 
J = 0 j = 0 j = 0 
As Kn L(a) is a compact set, there exists a finite subset B0 c B such that 
KnL(a) cz[JGu. 
uzBo 
Let u e B0 and let the corresponding sequences be {
js:j = 0, 1, 2,..., n} <= S(a, r\). 
Then for each Js according to (12) there exists a mapping uzf. I x R+ -» R+ such 
that for all th = aA + "z/a , .7), h — 1, 2 , . . . , m we have sup {\FA(t, a)
 Js\: A e sd} < 
< r/2 + ^. Put uz(a, ?/) = max {uz/a, rj):j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n}. Then for t7l = aA + 
+ uz(a, r\), h = 1,2, ..., m, x e G.,, A e s4, the inequality 
\FA(t, a) x\\ = \FA(t, a) £ V
 7's|| = £ ^IF^f , a) '.s|| < r/2 + ^ holds . 
j = 0 j=0 
If we define the mapping z4: / x R
+ -> K™ by putting 
z4/7(tf, ?/) = max {
wz(a, 77): u e 2?0} , h = 1, 2, ..., m , 
we obtain that the property (iii) is fulfilled. 
Ad (iv). Let the assumption of (iv) be fulfilled. By K denote the closure of the set 
{y eRn: y = FA{b, a) x for some A e s4}. According to the property (ii) evidently 
K <= L(b) and sup {|y||: y e K} = z2(l) | |x|, where z2 is the mapping from (7). 
Therefore the set K is compact and from the property (iii) we obtain 
sup {\FA(t, b)y\:Aesi,yeK,t^b + zjb, rj)} < r/2 + n . 
Evidently, for each ^eR+ we have 
sup {\\FA(t, a) x\: A e s4, t = b + z4(b, r\)} = 
= sup {\FA(t, b) FA(b, a) x\\: A e si, t = b + z4(b, /?)} < r/2 + ^ , 
therefore x e L(a). Thus the property (iv) is proved. 
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Ad (v). Suppose that there exists °ael such that L(°a) + Rn. Choose °xeRn -
— L(°a). The property (iv) implies that there exists an increasing sequence {j~1a:j = 
= 1,2,...} c /, a sequence {Ay. j = 1, 2, ...} c= ja/ and a sequence {•'x: j = 1, 2, ... 
...} czRn such that 7x = FApa,
J~1a)J~1x<tL(Ja) for each jf = 1,2,.... If we 
define A e s4 in such a way that FA(t,
J~1a) j~1x = FA.(t,
j~1a)J~1x for te(J~la, 
oo) — (Ja, oo), then limsup ||F^(t, °a) °x|| ^ Zi(r/2), where zx is the mapping from 
t-*00 
(6). But this is a contradiction with the assumption of the theorem. Thus the property 
(v) is proved. 
Now choose kteR
+ and denote K = {xeRn: ||x|| ^ ki}. The set K is evidently 
compact inRn. Define the mapping z4:1
r x R+ -> K+ by putting z4(a, r) = z4(a, r/2), 
where z4 is the mapping from (iii). Then according to (iii) and (v), we have \\FA(t, a). 
. x\\ S r for each (t, x, a) e D, \x\ ^ fcl5 t = a + z4(O, r), A e J^ . Thus the theorem 
is proved. 
Definition. We say that the set o is uniformly asymptotically stable with respect 
to the controllable system of equations (1) if and only if it is uniformly stable with 
respect to the controllable system of equations (1) and there exists a constant kx eR
 + 
and a mapping z4: R
+ -> R + such that the following implication holds: 
(13) (t, x, a)eD, \\x\\ = k1 , t ^ a + z4(r), A e s4 => \\FA(t, a) x\\ ^ r . 
We say that the controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly asymptotically 
bounded with respect to the set o if and only if the controllable system of equations (l) 
is uniformly bounded with respect to the set o and there exists a constant k2eR
+ 
and a mapping z5:R
+ -> K+ such that the following implication holds: 
(14) (t, x, a)e D, \x\ <* r, t = a + z5(r), Aes4=> \\FA(t, a) x\\ = k2 . 
Theorem 13. The set o uniformly asymptotically stable with respect to the controll-
able system of equations (1) if and only if the controllable system of equations (1) 
is uniformly asymptotically bounded with respect to the set o. 
The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 8 and from the fact that the map-
pings z4 and z5 in (13) and (14) do not depend on a. 
Theorem 14. The controllable system of equations (1) is uniformly asymptotically 
bounded with respect to the set o if and only if there exist a constant k eR+, a partial 
mapping v: Rn x / - > R + , a partial increasing mapping f:R+ —> R+, f(r) -> +co 
for r -> +co and a partial mapping z0: R
+ -> R+ with the properties (i), (ii) from 
Theorem 6, a constant k0eR
+ and a mapping z6: R
+ -> K+ with the property: 
(iii) ||x|| S r, t — a + z6(r) , A e s4, , (FA(t, a) x, t) e domain v => 
=> v(F^(l, a) x, t) = k0 . 
The proof is evident, because Theorem 14 is a uniform modification of Theorem 11. 
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Souh rn 
REGULOVATELNÉ SOUSTAVY PARCIÁLNÍCH DIFERENCIÁLNÍCH ROVNIC 
FRANTIŠEK TUMAJER 
V článku jsou definovány různé druhy stability a omezenosti řešení lineárních regulovatelných 
soustav parciálních diferenciálních rovnic a jsou odvozeny vztahy mezi nimi. Pomocí ljapunov-
ských funkcí jsou formulovány nutné a postačující podmínky pro speciální druhy stability a 
omezenosti řešení. 
Pe3K)Me 
PEFyjlHPyEMLIE CHCTEMBI ^HOOEPEHIiHAJILHblX yPABHEHMÍÍ 
B HACTHBIX nPOH3BO^HBIX 
FRANTIŠEK TUMAJER 
B CTaTbe jraHM onpejrejieHHfl pa3JiHMHBix THnoB VCTOÍIHHBOCTH H orpaHHneHHOCTH peuieHHH 
jiiiHeňHLix peryjiHpyeMbix CHCTCM AHíJxjtepeHHHajTBHBix ypaBHeHHií B nacTHbix npOH3BOAHBix 
K HaňfleiiBi cooTHOuieHHH Meayry HHMH. n p n HOMOUIH jnmyHOBCKHX (J}VHKHHH jioKa3aHBi TeopeMBi, 
KOTOpBie RSLlOT Heo6xOAHMBie H JTOCTaT04HBie yCJIOBHH flJIH 3THX THnOB VCTOHHHBOCTK H OrpaHH-
neHHocTH pemeHHH. 
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